
Approaches in psychology

Origins of psychology: Nomothetic: Wundt’s research was highly advance for the time and lead to the devel-
opment of structuralism which was once an accepted approach, highly scientific.
Reductionist: John Watson’s approach relied heavily on labs and experiments reducing behaviour to stimulus 
response.

Behaviourism: Reductionist: idea we have no insight hence it is be called mechanistic.
Ethical implication: can link to real life application and the treatment of phobias so the economy has a strong 
work force. 
Socially sensitive: Use of conditioning and token economies can lead to abuse of human rights to control 
extremist.

Social learning theory: Reciprocal determinism: strength sense it acknowledges that we influence our envi-
ronment. For example if we like sports we will choose to be in sports clubs (sporting environment) and this 
makes sense increasing the face validity.
 Ethical implications explained how Media affects and influences children so you call me send out a warning 
to prevent accidents occurring similar to which people re-enacted scenes from Clockwork Orange.

Cognitive approach: machine reductionist: idea we have no emotions yet anxiety was been shown to effect 
EWT.
Soft determinism: understands the ability to think and be free which is more reasonable to believe and shows 
interaction with us and the environment more coherently increasing the face validity.

Biological approach: biological reductionism and hard deterministic: behaviours are governed by genes and 
biology and therefore we cannot be responsible for any action. This would break the legal system, if a crimi-
nal gene were discovered the criminal couldn’t be punished for the behaviour of the control 
Ethical implications: this would become socially sensitive as it could be used to discriminate and oppress 
people with a fixed genotype if that’s say an intelligence gene was discovered.
Nature-nurture: cannot separate the two when studying twins would you decrease the validity using twins to 
study biological inheritance of behaviours.

Psychodynamic approach: psychic determinism:  the belief that the unconscious controls us so we do not 
have control or responsibility for our behaviour. Therefore mental illnesses and actions close by the mentally 
ill cannot be punished.
Idiographic: Freud relied heavily on case studies as the foundation of his theory and so the despite the insight 
insight into personality and moral development there are issues of generalizability which decreases the valid-
ity of his psychodynamic approach.

Humanistic approach: free will: the humanistic approach believes that we are in total control of my life. This 
can be seen with internal locus of control’s  who believe they are autonomous.
Idiographic: the humanistic approach places a lot of emphasis on the individual and so lacks the scientific 
backing and therefore it is harder to generalise and make theories from this 



Biopsychology

Nervous system & endocrine system: N/A

Neurones & synaptic transmission: N/A

Localisation: reductionist: with the development of equipment we have been able to discover how the brain 
is localised. And because we are know what some areas do we can make more accurate treatments for some 
illness such as epilepsy which is characterised by increases neuron activity.

Idiographic: Phineas Gage: useful insight showing localisation, however was an extreme case (rod through 
face) so careful when generalising.

Plasticity & functional recovery: economic implication:  of neuro-rehabilitation has made it possible to treat 
those who suffer damage to the brain and get them back on their feet so they can work again and maintaining 
a normal life and so the economy and NHS does not to pay expensive fees to keep them in care.

Split-brain research: Idiographic:  sperry’s research came from the data of 8 epileptic patients and so despite 
the insight into hemispheric lateralisation we cannot generalise to the population especially since not every-
one has epilepsy and different of percentages of the Cortex were removed and so the unstandardized proce-
dures decrease the internal validity

Ways of investigating the brain: N/A

Biological rhythms:
 
Circadian: Idiographic: Siffre was just one man, he did manage to show that if left free running the sleep/
wake cycle won’t change much.  However case studies lack generalisation because of the small sample.  In his 
study there was poor control he used artificial light which confounded the research and so further decreases 
the internal validity.

Ethical implications: the understanding of the sleep/wake cycle has led to greater understanding to when 
we are most active and aware. As such we can prevent accidents done by shift workers by offering guidelines 
to help them adjust to the new cycle.  This would help the economy since the NHS wouldn’t have to pay for 
medical fees and we will have a strong workforce at night.

Infradian & Ultradian: 
Infradian: Menstrual cycle: idiographic: looking at irregular periods in women, excluded the effect confound-
ing variables such as diet stress and exercise, these participant variables should have been controlled/account-
ed for and so the research has poor internal validity
SAD: reductionist: idea that merotonin can trigger depression

Endogenous pacemakers & exogenous zeitgebers: 
Nature-nurture: interactionist approach with Endogenous pacemakers & exogenous zeitgebers is more plau-
sible




